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Puppet Dictators Play a Covid Card Too Far

By Julian Rose
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The attempt to make the irrational and implausible appear rational and plausible has now
reached dizzying new heights.  The ceaseless  flow of  blatantly  contradictory  proclamations
and actions emanating out of governments and global institutions that represent health, the
economy and justice, sets the scene for the puppet dictators to play their Covid crisis cards.

With approximately three billion people now under house arrest, it certainly is not a pretty
picture.

But here we are; and the media is the design and control agent for ensuring that this picture
reaches  every  home  and  flat  TV  screen  in  the  Western  World.  While  the  media’s  main
controlling agent may appear to be government, government moves in lock-step with the
commands of corporations, billionaires and bankers and they, in turn,  are beholden to some
form of conductor who is not directing from in front of the orchestra, but from somewhere
behind the orchestra pit – somewhere dark. 

We are finding ourselves being herded by this Corona cabal. There is a distinct feeling that
we are entering into a fundamental battle for the survival of the species. While the present
battle  lines  are  being  defined  by  the  degree  to  which  irrational  and  draconian  lock-down
measures are being imposed on those whose basic civil rights and liberties are completely
disrespected or simply not considered at all.

That  amounts  to  a  deliberate  attempt  to  pick  a  fight  with  the  people  of  this  planet  –  and
then, if they retaliate – imprison them. I believe this provocation is being masterminded to
create sufficient confusion and fear to allow the perpetrators to take a big step forward in
what was publicly stated in George Bush’s infamous announcement of a ‘New World Order’

on September 11th  1990, thirty years ago.  A declaration made in the context of foreign
affairs dealings with Russia, but disguising the coming imposition of a despotic totalitarian
regime whose covert web was already being wrapped around the planet via decades of US
military industrial funding and hegemonic power play.

So let us remind ourselves, on 19 March 2020 – which now seems a long time ago – the
British government published this official announcement under the title ‘Status of Covid-19’
“As  of  19  March  2020,  Covid-19  is  no  longer  considered  to  be  a  high  consequence
infectuous disease (HCID) in the UK.” On the very next day a colleague sent me a scan
taken from a page of The American Encyclopedia of Practical Medicine clearly stating that
Corona Virus is the medical term for the Common Flu (influenza). I then read some statistics
relating  to  the  number  of  deaths  caused  by  the  common  flu  and  each  country  showed  a
similar pattern: the number of month by month deaths attributable to the common flu very
closely aligned with those being given for CV-19.
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So where does that leave us today?

Caste your mind for a moment to the global warming scam and consequent arrival of Green
New Deal and its fanatical ambition to achieve ‘Zero Carbon’ planetary (CO2) emissions. The
language being used here is designed to deliberately create confusion, since ‘carbon’ is a
vital clear and completely natural gas that plants take-in in order to live and grow. Without it
the plant kingdom would die – and so would we – for a lack of oxygen. If the ‘science’ was
real one would not hear government leaders (advised by scientists) spouting on about why
we must achieve Zero Carbon, because they would realise that they were promoting an
extinction event – the end of oxygen – and that would not be popular with the voters, one
presumes. The science is fake, even when it is occasionally stated as anthropogenic CO2
emissions rather than simply ‘carbon’.

Now we are seeing the same thing happening with the Corona Virus. It is being portrayed as
a killer and so bad that we all have to be locked away from each other and from most
normal  activities  for  months  on  end,  like  cattle  suffering  from  mad  cow  disease,  or  as
though  five  Chernobyls  had  suddenly  gone  into  melt  down.  But  the  reality  is  that  the
common  flu  bears  the  encyclopedia  description  ‘Corona  Virus’.  So  just  like  with  ‘carbon’
being  designated  a  killer  in  the  global  warming  fake  dialogue,  so  the  common  flu  is  also
being hyped-up as a pandemic killer within the context of the current Covid-19 epidemic. 

In  both  cases  the language has  been twisted inside-out  and up-side-down –  so  as  to
thoroughly confuse the situation and deliberately obfuscate reality. We are then informed by
straight-faced ‘experts’ that the resulting irrational gobbledygook is the bona fide truth.

To do this, they rely on our gullibility and willingness to suspend our powers of reason when
confronted by a deceptively managed ‘big show’. One that typically features suited officials
bearing various pompous titles being wheeled out so as to show us how very well trained in
the art of lying they really are.

It’s unnervingly interesting that millions and millions can be brought to their knees by such
a  simple  technique.  Such  a  basic  form  of  deception.  And  it  is,  of  course,  amplified  when
combined  with  digital  communication  techniques,  subliminal  and  actual  mind  control
methodologies and dire warnings that deliberately provoke fear. All this is what we now
have to contend with, recognise for what it is and then take specific actions to counter and
render inoperative.

We are at the turning point of humanity’s long history of slavery to the perpetrators of mass
hypnosis and the deep levels of domination which this form of sedation makes possible.
However, even the best laid plans in the world cannot plan for the ‘law of unintended
consequences’ and the fact that even the most skilfully contrived plots produce unforeseen
and unintended outcomes. This is where the laws of nature and the universe ultimately
undo the demonically inspired forces of tunnel vision despots, and expose the underlying
weakness of those obsessed with puffed-up political power.

It is our job to now hold the line of fearless commitment to the deeper truths of life and pass
their  message  on  to  those  who  have  ears  to  hear.  Under  the  law  of  unintended
consequences some rather remarkable things are happening during this unprecedented
domestic imprisonment of great swathes of society, with its consequent lack of commercial
activities.
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There is  a  great  reduction of  noise,  everywhere.  There is  a  marked drop in  levels  of
pollution,  in  general.  The sky is  largely  free of  aircraft  and even the chemtrails  have
temporarily  abated.  People  confined  to  their  houses  and  apartments  are  finding  creative
ways of expressing their humanity and pride, for example in joining together in songs and
music from balconies and across the streets in which they live. Humour erupts where the
absurdity of the supposedly ‘precautionary regulations’ reaches critical levels. 

All sorts of sparks are illuminating the imposed shadows of darkness. We are witnessing and
participating  in  –  pockets  of  instinctive  survival  rebelliousness  –  thus  brightening  the
standardised moods of internalised anxiety and fear-based obedience to the state. Not only
on the earthly plain are we being subjected to deep challenge, but on the cosmic level we
are also being taunted. Ever more taunted to wake-up!

That is the dual nature of the Lila; the divine cosmic play. A game in which the Creator
ensures that  ‘evil’ is unwittingly given an unlikely role, that of forcing the good in us to
come out of its shell – and take a lead in guiding us through the labyrinth. We are being
coaxed to rise up as one, from North to South, from East to West, to liberate ourselves from
that which will – unless we finally withdraw our acquiescence  – destroy the greater part of
life on Earth.

Covid-19 is our trigger point. Along with the forced deployment of genetically engineered
foods and 5G microwave radiation, this is the event which will turn the tide of history and
reveal ‘we the people’ to be the true heirs to the future. We are touching critical mass. They
have gone one step too far – and know it. The mix is explosive.

Rise-up, we have work to do.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Julian Rose is a writer, organic farmer, international activist and holistic practitioner/teacher.
Two of Julian’s books ‘Creative Solutions to a World in Crisis’ and ‘Overcoming the Robotic
Mind – Why Humanity Must Come Through’ are particularly prescient reading for this time.
See www.julianrose.info for more information.
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